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O N BEAUT Y

For a Subtle Glow
There is no shortage of suggestions on
Instagram for achieving a radiant complexion. The hashtag #glowingskin alone has
more than three million posts that recommend a multitude of shimmery products,
from gold-flecked highlighters to glimmering bronzers to glitter-laced gelées — all of
which, when layered on the skin, can create
a lustrous effect. But the results don’t always look natural. For those who prefer a
more low-key sheen — a subtle dewiness
that suggests the afterglow of a hike or
yoga session — a new batch of sheer waterbased tints and light-reflecting creams,
made with hydrating ingredients and only a
hint of shimmer, offer a subtler way to
illuminate the skin.
Some products that can help with a beautiful, minimal-makeup glow include, clockwise from top left: Sisley-Paris Stylo Lumière in Pearly Rose, $65, sisley-paris.com;

ON THE VERGE

This Showroom Doubles as a Bar
The British design dealer Jermaine Gallacher still remembers the first apartment
he lived in with his family in the late 1980s
and early ’90s, in a Victorian terrace house
in Brighton, England. “My mum had all this
amazing paint-effect furniture from the
’80s, which now I love,” he says, recalling a
set of bright coral-pink wooden folding
chairs. Though he didn’t know it at the
time, that irreverent Memphis Groupinspired aesthetic would be significant to
his career: Now 31, Mr. Gallacher sells an
eclectic mix of furniture and design objects
at his showroom on Lant Street in Borough,
South London. His disregard for trends and
his offbeat approach to sourcing pieces has
garnered him a loyal customer base of
British fashion editors, stylists and artists.

Mr. Gallacher’s showroom occupies a
large lime-washed, pine-paneled room on
the ground floor of a 19th-century cork
factory. On a recent visit, it was decorated
with objects including a set of triangular
metal pendant lights in vibrant Crayola
colors (“maybe ’80s Ikea,” he says) and an
eight-foot-tall articulated orange metal
floor lamp by the Ukrainian designer Ksenia Pedan that resembles a robotic giraffe.
Filling the northern side of the room was a
melee of low ’50s-era Formica chairs and
tables that Mr. Gallacher acquired from a
workingmen’s club in Surrey Quays, the
quiet suburban dockland southeast of the
River Thames. Soon, these seats will be
filled with wine-sipping locals: This week,
Mr. Gallacher will open a bar within the

showroom that will serve, on Thursday and
Friday nights, selections from the neighboring wine merchant Lant Street Wine,
which stocks vintages from small-batch
producers and family-run estates.
At the bar’s soft-launch celebration, the
musician David Gilmour, of Pink Floyd, sat
in a cartoonish grenadine red chair designed by his daughter-in-law, the set designer and furniture maker Janina Pedan.
By the entrance were pieces by her sister
Ksenia, like a huge industrial steel standing
lamp topped with a tiny red distressed silk
shade. The bar itself — a zinc-topped
counter with diamond-paneled teak marquetry — was made specially for the space
by the London-based artist Charlie Froud.
SOPHIE BEW

ONE GOOD MEAL

Tatcha The Dewy Skin Cream, $68, tatcha
.com; Westman Atelier Super Loaded
Tinted Highlighter, $75, westman-atelier
.com; Chanel Les Beiges Water-Fresh Tint,
$65, chanel.com; Chantecaille Aqua Blush
in Marigold, Gladiola and Red Ginger, $44
each, chantecaille.com. KARI MOLVAR
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In “One Good Meal,” we ask cooking-inclined
creative people to share the story behind a
favorite dish they actually make and eat at
home regularly.

N E W E- B O U T I Q U E. D I O R .C O M

While earning her M.F.A. in fiction at
Brown earlier this decade, Mona Awad had
an unexpected breakthrough: If she took
the virtuous ingredients from her morning

bowl of oatmeal and baked them, she would
wind up with a virtuous cookie. Not an
oatmeal cookie in the dessert sense, but a
cookie made from oatmeal in the breakfast
sense. “It’s a plate of cookies for breakfast,”
she says. “I can’t imagine anything more
decadent. And yet, it’s the same thing.”
Ms. Awad, 40, still enjoys those oatmeal
cookies every morning. She wakes and
bakes, whipping up a daily batch of spiced
dough in her South Boston apartment. The
cookies emerge warm from the oven, soft in
the middle and crispy around the edges.
Her second novel is also based in graduate school, and it involves a fair number of
baked goods. “Bunny,” out this month, is a
wicked satire set in a prestigious all-female
writing workshop that revolves around a
clique of students who call one another
“Bunny” while composing pretentious
fiction and nibbling mini-cupcakes. But Ms.
Awad thinks her bunnies would turn their
noses up at her cookies: After all, they
have no added sugar. “This is absolutely
the same as a bowl of oatmeal with a banana and some raisins,” Ms. Awad says.
“It’s just way more interesting.”
The full recipe is at tmagazine.com.
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Her Healthy Breakfast? Cookies

